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Apology 15 13/06/2024, 10:45

Dear soft drinks companies, sorry for suggesting sugar free Sprites cause cancer. 
I’m sure they don’t. Whilst they’re surely not nutritious super foods, I’m sure in 
moderation they are 100% fine. Having said that, Sprite are a big company with 
plenty of money. If they could somehow turn their products into health drinks that 
would be amazing. Can’t you like, put vitamins in them or something? Maybe that’s 
too simple. I’ll tell you what do cause cancer, though: Smokey Bacon Walkers crisps! 
They’ve now been banned! Apparently the smoke ingredient is cancerous but what 
gets to me is I don’t even like the taste of smoke. It’s like someone saying to you ‘do 
you want an ingredient that causes a deadly disease? I know that sounds bad, but 
the plus side is you won’t really want it.’ Whilst I’ve had a few of such crisps, I’m sure 
the amount I’ve eaten was safe. If not, they really are loaded with carcinogens which 
sounds kind of supervillain. I’m sure the people in Walkers are not supervillains. 
They can take comfort in the fact EVERYTHING causes cancer. It’s barely even 
regular villain. Apologies again, it’s not regular villain at all. Completely innocent. If 
drinking even rain water can cause cancer, personally I’d say that the Earth is 
basically just one huge ball of the disease. It should be renamed ‘Cancerworld’ or 
something. 

The sun is notorious for causing cancer. Taking things further, is the whole universe 
a carcinogen?? If so, I think it should be called the Cancerverse. Please forgive me if 
you think I’m making light of the disease. Like everyone else, I have a 50/50 chance 
of getting it, so I think I can joke about it. It’s like schizophrenia, I can joke about that 
because I had it. But even if I didn’t, the thought of a teenager running the world with 
his thoughts from his own bedroom is kinda funny. I’m wondering what happens if 
you put smokey bacon crisps in cigars. A cigar company employee would be like ‘I 
have the greatest idea! Cigars that fill you up! The great thing is smokey bacon 
crisps should complement the cigar smoke nicely…’ Little would he realise the 
medical abomination he would be about to create. Why not put some uranium in the 
cigs too, that would be good. Only joking, it would be terrible, as would cigar and 
uranium flavoured crisps. Now it’s time to apologise to cigar manufacturers for 
saying their staff are capable of putting radioactive materials in their products.They 
wouldn’t be a million miles away from cigar nukes. Remember the Cuban missile 
crisis? And do you know about Cuban cigars? I’m just saying let’s not give Cuban 
tobacconists ideas. 

Now to apologise to Cuba. I’m sure the people there are just as peace loving as 
everyone else! You know who I wouldn’t trust with a nuclear weapon? Me. I wouldn’t 
detonate one, but at the same time I wouldn’t know what to do with it. Also, if a 
shape gets named after a country (the cube), you’d assume the place is very highly 
respected. If someone named a shape after me, I’d have to be a pretty big deal. And 
the cube is such a fundamental shape, if it were to be compared to an ingredient, it 
would be flour or sugar. if someone named flour after me I’d be absolutely ecstatic! 
You could make an argument that that would be creepy, but Cubans handle their 
fame very well, and that’s just one more reason I respect them. Should I say sorry to 
Walkers now? I mean it’s real news one of their products have been discontinued, 
but I’m more than certain the company weren’t TRYING to give people diseases or 
anything, I hope that’s not how I’ve come across. If they were, forget not buying 
smokey bacon crisps anymore, I’d forget about them completely. To sum up, we all 
make mistakes, even massive crisp companies, and again, EVERYTHING causes 
cancer so Walkers can’t be blamed at all! :) Bye!


